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Place names 
convention 

In all my writing since publi-
cation of Haa L’éelk’w Hás 
Aani Saax’ú: Our grand-

parents’ names on the land 
(Thornton & Martin, eds. 

2012), I’ve used Tlingit place 
names whenever available, 
followed by their translation 
in italic, and IWGN (impor-

tant white guy name) in 
parentheses. Euro-names, 
however regal or preemp-
tive, were afterthoughts. 

Example: Kadigooni 
X’áat’, island with spring 

water (Spuhn Island). Where 
no place name is listed in 
Thornton & Martin (hence-

forth T&M, 2012), I default to 
the IWGN. 

Cover:  US Navy photo of King Salmon Bay, 
19290623. Good candidate for a retake on the return 

flight from Chichnáx.  ●  This image: Bear trails 
through sedges, King Salmon River estuary.

Preface    20170510: Discovery is again offering its Bears of Admiralty teachers' 
expedition, only this year Steve Merli and I are instructing, and bears are just a part 
of our quest. I love doing these pre-trip scopings, partly cause each time there's new 
resources to apply, new constellations of insights and graphic potential. Kanak'aa is 
in a bit of a 'data-hole' (similar, I guess, to a cell-phone hole, which it also reputedly 
inhabits, for similar reasons). The good news is that data-&-cellphone holes are the 
wildest, loveliest and least humanized corners of our overdeveloped world.

Scoping
Geography & GIS
Upper Kanak'aa, skinny (Seymour Canal) poses a fascinating juxtaposition for 
Juneau paddlers. It's a big-water crossing from Sayéik, spirit helper (Douglas 
Island) to Xutsnoowú, bear fort (Admiralty), and a challenge getting through the 
gut of Deishú Áak'w, little lagoon at end of trail (Oliver Inlet). But once across the 
portage, you've entered one of the most logistically remote yet crow-fly-close of 
Southeast's protected waterways—too far around Glass Peninsula to be much visit-
ed by Juneau motorboaters. I hope this means we'll see xóots, brown bear, grazing 
sedges on the beach. Only hunters could keep em back in the woods.1

For me, as a compulsive journaler and aficionado of landscapes, the first step in preparing for a trip is to 
sweep together all my mapping resources. That means setting up one or more ArcMap projects, with layers for 
everything from bedrock to eagle nests. 

Since this is a paddle trip, where water plays as large a role as land, I've clipped the Southeast bathymetry 
layer that I first played with on a Friends of Admiralty cruise to south Kanak'aa, in May, 2015. For terrestrial 
topography, I've been spoiled by the LiDAR coverage that gives us the elevation of every square meter to the 
nearest foot, and allows tree-height measurements without going into the field (the 'point cloud'). But that's not 
available for Kanak'aa. On this trip, we'll default to IfSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar)

I learned to access and process DEMs (digital elevation models) from IfSAR on the drive Dustin Wittwer 
prepared for ADF&G a couple years ago. At that time, most of Admiralty was a hole in the data—one of the 

1 PS, trip's end: hunter-purge did prove sadly true. Should check in with Metcalf, Bennet, Iannolino & Neary. But the conclusion's hard to escape. 
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last places in Southeast to get loaded to the state database. But you can now 
go onto the GINA site and pull down tiles, which is how I retrieved DEMS for 
the southern part of the 'project area. My clip for upper Kanak'aa is shown on 
the following geology map. It extends from Deishú Áak'w, little lake at end of 
the trail (Oliver Inlet) down to Chichnáx, porpoise bay (Windfall Harbor) and 
Kichx'aa Yík, inside the wing point (Tiedeman Island).

For this trip, where nightly download to laptop, GIS work etc is not an 
option, I'll need to ration battery time on my phone and tablet. But I've export-
ed 3 geo-pdfs for navigation and camp use, using the Nexus.

Tides & weather
Maia and Jess, our guides, will have a satellite phone, so presumably we'll get 
weather updates periodically during the trip. But this forecast from weather 
underground will help with the big picture. Look's like a pretty damp trip at 
beginning and end, with maybe a reprieve in the middle. 

As for tides, the crux is on day-1, getting to the tram ramp at the head of 
Oliver Inlet. Another challenge will be day-2, when we hump the boats and 
gear out to the anemic midday high of only 13.6 feet at the head of Kanak'aa.2

 

2  PS, trip's end: Pretty darned good forecast. Divergences: thursday was sunnier and saturday rainier 
than predicted, such that our plane was delayed until sunday morning. 
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 North is rotated left here. This collage at the juncture of four USGS 
quadrangles covers our whole trip from dropoff at Deishú Áak'w to pickup 

southwest of Staunch Point on on the peninsula enclosing Chichnáx. Blowup 
follows for Pack Creek, where we'll be spending most time.

Topos
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Clan geography
Kanak'aa is claimed by the Áak'w 
Kwáan L'eeneidí. Little is writ-
ten about pre-contact use of this 
spacious, 41-mile-long inlet in 
publications such as Goldschmidt 
Haas & Kahklen (1946/98) and 
Thorton & Martin, eds (2012). We 
know only about more recent fishing 
& trapping camps dating back to the 
early 1900s. 

Left: Symbology for clans uses 2 color 
spectra. Eagle moiety are 'hot' colors: 
red-orange-yellow. Raven moiety are 
'cool' colors: blue-to-green. Note trend 
toward larger territories to the north. 
To what degree does this reflect less 
productive land- and seascapes, and 
more recent migrations of clans into 
unoccupied, or thinly occupied terrain? 
Single-bay clans—Hood, Pybus, 
Gambier, Eliza—not only centered on 
the island's most productive estuar-
ies and fisheries; they also trace their 
origins to conflict-induced migrations, 
splittings-off, and giftings of land by 
way of restitution. This 'cultural' (as 
opposed to 'ecological') impetus also 
may reflect longer tenure—more time 
for fracture and subdivision, and for 
fullest occupation of the country.

On Richard Meade's map 
from 1868-69, I've circled the 

settlements and resource 
camps he noted. Seymour 

was just a caricature, not 
entered by SV Saginaw, but 
drawn (with amusing detail) 

from hearsay.
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IWGNs
Important White Guy Names in Kanak'aa and vicinity, from Orth (1967):

Point Arden: "Discovered" by Joseph Whidbey, RN and named by Vancou-
ver in 1794 for Richard Arden, Lord Chief Justice of Common Pleas.

Fool Inlet: local name published 1951.

Glass Peninsula: Named for Henry Glass, commander of the SS Wachusett 
that made surveys here in 1881. 

King Salmon Bay:  local name reported 1929 by USFS.

Oliver Inlet: Named by Lt. Cmdr. Mansfield in 1890.

Pack Creek: Named in 1939 by USFS for Charles Pack, editor of Nature 
Magazine and president of the American Tree Association. One of the wealth-
iest timber barons in America prior to WWI. 

Seymour Canal: Examined by Whidbey in August 1794. Named by Vancou-
ver for Lord Hugh Seymour.

Slide Lake (Swan watershed): Descriptive name published 1951 by USGS.

Staunch Point: Named by Lt. Cmdr. Mansfield in 1889. No explanation 

Swan Cove/Island: Named by Lt. Cmdr. Mansfield in 1890. No explanation 
in Orth, but given timing, probably named for James Swan, 1818-1900, a 
lawyer from Washington Territory and collector of Tlingit and Haida artifacts.

Tiedeman Island: Named by WH Dall, published in 1883. No explanation.

Windfall Harbor/Island: Named by Lt. Cmdr. Mansfield in 1889. No expla-
nation, but in reading backgrounds for the many other names with "windfall"  
I noticed Bob DeArmond found many creeks by this name around Juneau 
in the 1890s. That was only a decade after the great, borough-wide blow-
down of 1883. PS, trip's end: reviewing my oblique aerials from the return 
flight on 0610, Windfall Island does indeed seem to have many even-aged 
stands, presumably post blowdown, that might date to just before the island's 
naming.1

Young Point: "Discovered" by Joseph Whidbey, RN and named by Vancou-
ver in 1794 for Admiral Sir George Young, RN.2

1  The 1883 blowdown is described in Natural history of Juneau trails, Carstensen, 2014, page 
19. 

2  A Tlingit friend expressed disappointment in our name Discovery Southeast, which to her carries 
columbian connotations of  white folks 'discovering' Southeast Alaska. Although my initial reaction—
maybe overly defensive?—was kinda "get over it!", I guess calling ourselves 'Discovery whatever' isn't 
fundamentally different from claming that an important white guy 'discovered' Young Point (in the process 
apparently killing at least one resident of nearby Tsaa T'ei Héen). In our defense, we never claimed to 
have discovered the Tongass, and are eager to learn (discover?) from embedded cultures as well as from 
direct observation.
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Protections, bathymetry
Kanak'aa is extremely shallow at the head and down to Pack 
Creek. I assembled this broader-context bottom topography after 
a Friends of Admiralty catamaran trip down to the tip of Glass 
Peninsula. It's a major congregation area for whales.  

Left: Map 
I made for 
KJ Metcalf 
during nego-
tiations for 
expansion of 
the Zoologi-
cal reserve.

Right: 'Our 
part' of 

Kanak'aa is 
mostly off 
this map, 

but it's nice 
for the lower 

canal. Off 
the mouth, 
a complex 

of ridges 
and deeps 

creates 
upwellings, 

boosting 
forage  

production.
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Bedrock geology
Units from the USGS database:
UNCONSOLIDATED
Qa  Alluvial deposits (Quaternary): Unconsolidated alluvial, alluvial fan, and alluvial terrace deposits.

CARBONATES
PMcc Carbonaceos slate and phyllite (Permian to Mississippian): In Eagle Peak and Gambier Bay areas on Admiralty, 
includes black pyritic phyllite, metachert, and metalimestone of the Cannery Formation, with subordinate graywacke and 
mafic volcanic rocks.

Pzgs Piledriver greenstone (Paleozoic): calcareous chlorite epidote schist and semischist. Subordinate marble in lenses 
to 50 m thick, retains primary sedimentary textures. Dominantly volcaniclastic protoliths of mafic to intermediate composi-
tion. Piledriver Cove.

Pzcs Kathleen calcareous schists (Paleozoic): Mixed chlorite-epidote-albite schists and semischists, with subordinate 
micaceous marble, quartzite, graphitic schist. Marble with chlorite and sericite, to 30 m thick. 

SEDIMENTARIES/METAMORPHICS
SOsv Sedimentary and volcanic rocks undivided (Devonian)

KJgc Conglomerate of Gravina belt (Cretaceous and Jurassic): In Juneau area, Massive to thick bedded; pebble to 
cobble size well rounded clasts; poorly sorted; matrix is graywacke and most common clasts are dark argillite, bedded 
graywacke, light limestone, marble, felsite, quartz, chert, granite, and quartz diorite; exposed on Shelter and NE Admiralty.

KJgs Sedimentaries of Gravina belt (Cretaceous and Jurassic): In Juneau area, graywacke, slate, and minor conglomer-
ate; largely of volcanic debris except for conglomerates, polymictic with granitic clasts; most graywacke and slate were 
turbidites. On Douglas, Treadwell "albite diorite" sill, host rock for the Treadwell gold deposits. On Admiralty, graywacke 
turbidites, dark argillite, and polymictic conglomerate, with lenses of tuff and limestone. Graywacke commonly calcareous. 
Limestones nodules and lenses to 50 cm thick common in the argillite. Unit at least 2500 m thick.

KJgv Volcanics of Gravina belt (Cretaceous and Jurassic):. Augite bearing flows, volcanic breccia, and intercalated tuff, 
volcanic graywacke, phyllite and slate; andesitic to basaltic; individual flow or breccia units to a few hundred meters thick. 
Laterally gradational to Seymour Canal Formation. Unit is at least 1000 m thick.

Trhv Mafic volcanic rocks of the Hyd Group (Triassic): On Admiralty, dark green fine-grained basalt. Pillow forms are 
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common and well-exposed in Windfall Harbor and Gambier Bay. Mafic volcanic rocks 
include interpillow limestone and volcanic breccia. Locally as thick as 1000 m.

PMcs Argillite, chert, and graywacke (Permian to Mississippian): Includes Cannery 
Formation, defined in Pybus Bay, with argillite, chert, graywacke, tuff, conglomerate, 
limestone, and basalt. Graywacke beds to 5 m thick. Chert contains radiolarians. Lime-
stone in beds to 50 cm thick. Pillow basalt and tuff-breccia form sections to 100 m thick.

PzZqs Quartzite (Paleozoic and Proterozoic): Dark gray phyllite, fine-grained, with finely 
crenulated foliation. Commonly cleaves into 2-cm thick plates. On Admiralty, rusty-
weathering, light gray to buff semischist, schist, quartzite, and subordinate marble.

PzZa Amphibolite (Paleozoic and Proterozoic): On Admiralty, dark green semischist, 
chlorite schist, subordinate metadiorite, marble, metachert. Dominantly igneous 
protoliths.

INTRUSIVES
Trgn (Triassic): Orthogneiss. Banded hornblende-plagioclase orthogneiss. Subordinate 
quartz-biotite schist, gneiss, marble. Admiralty Island.

Kqd Quartz diorite, monzonite, quartz monzonite (Cretaceous): Hornblende-biotite 
quartz diorite, with subordinate tonalite and granodiorite, quartz monzodiorite, and 
diorite. Exposed on mainland south of Taku Inlet.

Tram trailhead, Oliver Inlet. A
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Alaska Shorezone
Alaska Shorezone offers oblique still images of nearly 
every foot of shoreline in Southeast Alaska.1 Each dot 
on ortho, left, is a numbered photopoint from the index. 
Missions were always flown at low tide. They flew 
Kanak'aa mostly on August 3rd, 2008. I've sorted out pretty 
much all of the ~500 obliques into subfolders by section. 
Won't have a convenient way to bring them along, but I've 
excerpted a dozen showing key points along our route: 
camps, hike potential, etc.

PS, trip's end: I've inserted a few more obliques from the 
Shorezone collection for points of interest along our route 
that I was unaware of pre-trip: campsites, lunch stops, etc. 
A few of the photos have been annotated since return to 
Juneau.

1  https://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/mapping/szflex/index.html?T=SZ@L=B 
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Tombolo, NE Kichx'aa Yík, inside 
the wing point (Tiedeman Island)
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Mattson Manor, King Salmon Cove
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Alder-covered avalanche runout 3 miles south of King Salmon Bay head
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Conglomerate camp on King Salmon/Swan Point
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Conglomerate 'rolldowns'

2 photos northeast; compare red-circled boulders
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'Block Island,' Swan Cove
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Estuary, Swan Cove, with interlacing bear trails.
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'Candelabra Point,' with good canoe beaches on both sides.
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Opposing point on Swan Island.
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ABAK camp SW of Staunch Point
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Journal
20170605 To State cabin
Everyone attended our pretrip meeting at the downtown library yesterday—6 
teachers and 4 guides—so we were well prepared for this morning's boat-
shuttle from Anax Yaa Andagan Yé, where the sun' rays hit first (Douglas 
Boat Harbor) across to the mouth of Deishú Áak'w, little lake at end of the 
trail (Oliver Inlet). 

Drizzly, but not as wavey as forecasted in Gastineau or Stephens.1 Shuttled 
in 2 groups of 6 and 4, with Jess & me on the first trip, and Steve & Maia 
on the second. We were hours ahead of the high tide at 11:44, so on our first 

1 Apologies for the Euro-names. As explained in the page-2 sidebar Place names convention, where 
Tlingit names are lacking, I default to the IWGN. 

01.1

Larger of 2 braiding salmon 
streams at the head of Kanak'aa. 

Easily forded in red boots. Lush red 
alder forest on active floodplain, 
with big spruces slightly higher. 

delivery the dropoff boat couldn't yet negotiate the rocks and currents in 
Deishú Áak'w. Group-1 offloaded to the east of the entry and paddled 3.5 
miles to the beginning of the portage tram. Flock of about 200 scoters off the 
gut. Are these non-migratory birds, or still staging for a trip to tundra lakes?

Incoming tidal assist added ~1mph to our paddling speed: Julie&Tina, 
Jason&Jess, Jane&me. 2 About halfway in, Jess noticed a pair of deer on the 
east side, grazing in the Lyngbye sedge marsh, which forms a nearly continu-
ous fringe around Deishú Áak'w. No bears, which I guess should be no 
surprise as the spring hunting season ended only 5 days ago. This area, like 
Tsaa T'ei Héen, behind the seal water (Admiralty Cove), gets hit pretty hard, 
being one of the few shorelines on northern Xutsnoowú, bear fort (Admiralty 

2  This expedition was heavy on the J-names. Mary Jane came in with group 2. 
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Island) with substantial amounts of the saltmarsh flora essential to emerg-
ing xóots, brown bear, especially in spring and early summer (McCarthy, 
1989, Carstensen, Merli & Cadiente, 1997). 

A few loons and murrelets fished the calm waters inside; otherwise, 
largely emptied of the overwintering seabirds. As we approached the well-
marked tram trailhead,3 group-2 motored up; they'd been able to float over 
the hull-denting boulder patches in the Oliver gut. We unloaded their gear 
and 2 more kayaks, moving everything up to stage at the beginning of the 
double-cart railed tramway. 

While Jess & Maia strategized the cart-loading, Steve and I led a focus-
ing exercise, gathering the group around a pile of feathers beside the 
boardwalk, about 50 yards in from the high tide line and up maybe 30 feet 
elevationally, in scrubby forested wetland. No bones, but feathers from 
nearly every part of the victim's body. We took it a step at a time, avoiding 
premature conclusions, modeling how such puzzlers can be approached 
with students. 

Our best guess after much discussion: victim was female or eclipse-male 
mallard (blue speculum; 2.4 lbs), killed on or near the water by an eagle 
(9.5 lbs) or goshawk (2.1 lbs), flown inland mostly intact to a low branch 
for plucking. No other predators, avian or mammalian, could have moved 
such prey into a tree. The killer then flew elsewhere for dismemberment 
and eating. I'm not sure a goshawk could carry a fully intact mallard,4 but 
the branch apparently used for plucking, ~15 feet up, didn't seem typical 
for eagle. If eagle predation, we'd also have to invoke mobbing corvids; 
otherwise, why not eat the mallard down on the beach?

3  The 2008 Shorezone photo on page 10 led me to expect a more cryptic landing. Signage must be 
more recent.  

4  Weights in parentheses are from Sibley (2003). Many years ago I flushed a goshawk off the 
ground in subalpine parkland, carrying a mostly intact sooty grouse (2.3 lbs)—same wieght as a 
mallard. But it flew only with great difficulty, and may even have dropped it.  

Xutsnoowú portion of Unit 4, from 
ADF&G game regs. Brown bears 

can legally be killed anywhere on the 
island except in the orange-tinted 

closures. I find it grossly unethical and 
illogical that in service to the neander-

thal tradition of 3% annual uneaten 
slaughter, essentially all bears are 

frightened off the marshes from emer-
gence until well after (?) June 1st. 

I didn't run a gps on this 
trip. Track is sketched from 
memory onto 2009 USFS 

orthophotos.
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Most of our load went over in 2 carts on the first trip, leaving only some empty 
kayaks for Jess & Maia to retrieve after lunch. Midway across, a pair of greater 
yellowlegs yelled at us. Nest must be somewhere nearby. One cart derailed twice—
took most of us to lift it back on the track without unloading.

Maia says Discovery rented the state cabin only a few days ago as we realized the 
forecast was pretty wet. (ABAK can't, as a commercial operation). It was a good 
move; nice to hang wet clothes by the tiny woodstove, and not deal with stringing 
food on day-1. All guides slept outside, leaving the cabin to our 6 teachers. 

01

Red-throated loon flew over with its steady chuck-chuck-chuck call, 
moving from Deishu Áak'w to Kanak'aa.

After lunch, we took a 0.8-mile counterclockwise loop walk that I've 
shown from memory on orthophotos preceding and next page (no GPS 
track: mileage from traced route in ArcMap.). Stopped at a prominent 
escarpment to calibrate folks to glacial rebound and marine landforms. 
Jumping the first little stream, we moved into a lush uplift meadow. 

Steve said he was drawn to the forest at the head of this meadow, so 
we breasted through the fringe of salmonberries, commenting that this 
type of ecotone is for some reason typical of old cultural sites. I have 
no information on settlements here, but it's a no-brainer that there had 
to be some kind of trail's-end camp in upper Kanak'aa.5 In the d-2/d3 
understory,6 I asked what persistent evidence we might find from the 
period of L'eeneidí residence or visitation, which led to a search for 
culturally modified trees (CMTs)—especially pitch trees. Assuming ~8 
feet of uplift, we walked up to what must have been the peak-Little Ice 
Age shoreline, and found . . .

01 CMT  Probably the coolest old pitch tree I've ever seen. About a 
foot of new growth is trying to wrap the wound—more than a century 
of healing. Unlike a subsequent pitch tree we found closer to the creek 
that was scraped without scars to the sapwood, this one was deeply 

5  GH&K 1946/98 have diverging testimony from Dave Wallace, who called Oliver Inlet Deishu 
Aak'w, and Leonard C Allen, who called it Noosekated. All informants agreed, however that 
Kanak'aa belonged to the L'eeneidi. The whole inlet was trapped from head to mouth. No 
bay-head camp was mentioned, but because you'd have to wait there, sometimes overnight, to 
launch on high tide, there had to be at least a rough cabin for use of travelers.

From Mary D. Johnson, aged 100 in 1946: "the stream there was called Kanaq's*. Early 
in the spring the kings would run in this stream, and later, cohos and dog salmon." Obviously 
this pertains to King Salmon River, but the name is almost identical to that of Seymour—
Kanak'aa. The asterisk in GH&K46 signifies that word origin and meaning were unknown to the 
interpreter.. 

6 'd' stands for difficulty Scale of 1 to 10 . Explained in Appendices.  
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hacked. Grain was too gnarly for the hacking to be from plank-removal. More likely, considering 
the lean, and how dry this underside's always been, campers hacked out woodchips to serve as 
firestarter along with the pitch. I asked folks to visualize the site in the late 1800s, before the first 
white person saw it, or even heard about the portage. Uplift had only just begun, and today's barely 
supratidal meadows were probably bare mudflat, accessible to canoes on high tide. Low gradient 
and restricted visibility would have made the beach a poor choice in terms of defense, but location 
at the end of the portage trail had to make this a standard overnight camp for trappers and fishers 
enroute to camps farther south. 

A broad floodplain is occupied mostly by mature red alders. In the visualization above, I've 
scaled back their extent and crown size on the 1880 side. Forgot to look for climbing scars from 
cubs, ascending to safety while mom fishes. Alders are prefered for this, and the AWC shows 
3 species of salmon here—COp Pp CHp—including the bread&butter riffle-fish most easily 

1880 2009

catchable, pink & chum, as Bob Armstrong and I summa-
rized in the above sidebar.7

Higher terraces in the floodplain have tall but not 
particularly plump spruces. There must have been a partial 

7  AWC = anadromous waters catalog. We travelled with an export from my 
GIS project for Kanak'aa on tablet (p 4 of this journal).. COp = coho present; 
P = pink, CH = chum, etc. Nursing battery time, I rarely used it for navigation 
in Avenza, as anticipated. But it was great for camp use, to review the day's 
excursions or plan the next venture... 

Photoshopped 
visualization of 
uppermost Kanak'aa 
before the first 
Euros saw or heard 
of it. Glacial rebound 
had only just 
commenced, with 
neglible amounts of 
meadow and spruce 
sapling fringe.

Sidebar on page 195 of The Nature of  Southeast Alaska, 
3rd edition—another good reason to update, if you're still 

using earlier editions! Fortunately, Pam brought along 
her copy; I was constantly borrowing it to look up stuff my 

brain's too small to keep in storage.
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'resetting' of this surface during the Little Ice Age, as we usually observe on 
alluvial surfaces throughout northern Southeast Alaska (Carstensen, 2013; 
sidebar, p 18). Leaving this surface, we climbed onto a striking dome bog. 
About half of our team lives on north Douglas, below the marine-terrace bogs 
that I surveyed with Cathy and Koren in August, 2014 (Carstensen, 2016). All 
commented that this bog seemed somehow different. Aside from small size of 
the pines, I wasn't sure what that meant.

02  Lilypond  Expanding leaves of pondlily. Exceptionally scuzzy floccu-
lent in most of the ponds, whose numbers increased southeastward.

05  Pine flowers  Pines in this bog are quite small, averaging maybe 5 
feet. In our Juneau wetland surveys we frequently noted same-sized pines 
indicating a cohort that made us wonder about fire. Lightning is rare in South-
east, so I'd love to know if Tlingit or previous inhabitants set fires in South-
east bogs during dry spells, perhaps to enhance berry production. Tina pointed 
out a tiny red apical 'flower' that I suspected was either a male strobilus or a 

02

05
gall. Searching for more, we found this example, growing above the yellow-
brown strobili. This would make sense for a female flower wishing to avoid 
self-pollination. Back home, I searched online for illustrations of pine repro-
ductive parts. Couldn't find any for shore pine, but this inset, for Scots pine, 
will do. 

red female flowers grow in pairs, small, yellow male cones grow in groups.8

PS: Hiking Dan Moller trail with Cathy, day after return, we found more 
typical examples of the paired female 'cones.' I guess the singles at Kanak'aa 
were just misleading aberrations.

8  http://www.fotolibra.com/gallery/1205355/scots-pine-male-and-female-pinus-sylvestris/?search_hash=
2491b447c57ee03e77a90ca0ddfcaa88&search_offset=0&search_limit=100&search_sort_by=relevance_
desc 
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From some of these small (100-200-year?) pines we watched a sapsucker 
hawking large, fluttery insects—either moths or perhaps caddisflies. I hadn't 
noticed this flicker-like behavior before, but Steve and several of our teachers 
had seen it. (Bob Armstrong later agreed it's common, at least seasonally.) 

03  Usnea longissima  On the fringes of the dome bog is a narrow 
conifer fringe, where slightly better-drained land slopes down to the beach. 
I remember hunting here with Ken Leghorn in January 1990, when ADFG 
extended Juneau's normally December-ending season. Strong southeasterlies 
whipped through this fringe forest. Apparently these winds lift up the long 

03

strands of beard lichen along the bog ecotone, which become re-attached, 
with a draped effect like tinsel stringers. Who knows—maybe this was the 
original inspiration for those pagan (pre-christian?) ornaments?

Vicea gigantia grows just above extreme high water here. Although Pojar 
& MacKinnon map it all the way north to Haines, this might be the farthest 
north I've seen it. I associate VIGI with outer coast, and southern Tongass. 
(PS: Cathy's seen it at Wukukluk on Chichagof.)

Back at the cabin we set up Cathy's scope. Steve showed folks a sing-
ing Lincoln's sparrow down in the uplift meadow. It perched on a leaning 
branch, washed in on a storm. At Eagle Beach I associated LISP with woody 
brush portions of the meadows, but this was pure herbaceous. Perhaps all they 
really need is a slightly higher song-perch?

Cabin log contained an even mix of one-with-nature type entries and kill-
lists, whose authors consider nature a proving ground (xóots, "spruce grouse," 
[sic: actually sooties]). Henry Melville was here only a week ago with Ric 
Iannolino. The entry prior to theirs was painful to read but illuminating. 
Should have photographed it but here's the gist, to the best of my memory:

On May 10th, a party of bear hunters lost their first bear seen. Not stated 
whether shots were fired. The second was fired at 3 times at 280 yards (range-
finder?), and "will be on the wall next year." Because the scribe didn't brag 
about its size or shot placement I assume it was small, and at that range, prob-
ably a pretty messy kill. The third bear seen was wounded, followed for a day 
(which in absence of snow they couldn't have done without lots of blood), and 
"got away." Meaning that it probably died slowly. No expression of remorse.9 

Through the scope, 2 deer ventured onto the mudflats in the evening.

9 From Streveler et al (2000): " Wounding loss refers to bears that die from wounds inflicted by hunters 
but are not found and recovered by hunters after they are shot. The team heard estimates of the number 
of bears lost to wounding that ranged from 1 for every 7 bears killed in guided hunts to 1 for each bear 
killed by unguided hunters."  This 1:1 ratio suggests the cabin log hunters were pretty much par for 
the course. Even Roman colliseums were less barbaric; at least speedy mortality was more-or-less 
assured.. 
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20170606 To conglomerate camp
Rain stopped overnight. High overcast dispersed through the morning to blue 
skies. High tide was 13.6 feet at 12:30, so we had a relaxed morning in camp, 
waiting till the drag downstream was reduced to just a quarter mile.

01  Scoping  Steve and I kept sweeping the tideflats and beach fringes for 
deer and bear. Finding none, we also scanned the subalpine, also unsuccess-
fully. In part, this may have been because deer are in transitional pelage, dull 
pale grey-brown, and don't stand out against rock, mud, or even green vegeta-
tion as they'll do in a few weeks as orange summer coats come in. From left: 
Tina, Julie, Steve, Pam and Jane. 

02  Sapsucker  Like the one we watched in the dome bog yesterday, this 

01
02

one was hawking moths or caddisflies. Kept returning to this alder, which 
allowed me to move up for some handhelds.

03  Bucks  At 10 am these medium-sized forks, antler buds about the 
length of their ears, crossed the flats to this little 4-acre patch of uplift 

03
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05
meadow, 400 yards south of the cabin. Probably the same 2 deer I presumed antlerless at 700 yards, yesterday 
evening. As this 60x photo shows, they were quite aware of us, a quarter mile away (distances from arcmap).

05  West from cabin  Invasive dandelions in foreground. By launch time, around 11:30, we needed sunscreen. 
Carried the kayaks 100 yards across this meadow to the main channel, where we loosely loaded for a drag down-
stream. On the bars, in the last of the rising tide, we packed the boats, lashing bulky stuff like the kitchen bag and 
foam pads on top. I like the ABAK doubles. Same teams as yesterday, plus Steve&Pam, and Maia with Jason. 
Perfect paddling conditions: flat water with a slight tail wind. 

estuary acres

bayhead 30

king salmon 230

swan 40

pack 25

middle 25

windfall 60

Combined acre-
ages of salt marsh 
and uplift parkland 
in upper Kanak'aa. 
Entire protected 
area has only 150 
acres, compared 
to 260 in the open-
season flats of 
bayhead and King 
Salmon where 
naïve youngsters 
are slaughtered 
and wiser bears are 
banished.
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06 08
06  Gear sorting  As usual on a kayak trip, the first impression was: 

how's all this crap gonna fit in the boats?! By next morning, though, we 
were pros; a 20-armed cramming machine. Everyone on this trip had 
plenty of prior camping and paddling experience.

08  Landslide  En route to our lunch pullout, I took this telephoto 
of the source rock for the landslide we later visited. Geology layer (page 
10) shows the upper, irony-looking rock in the KJgv unit, transitioning to 
KJgs about halfway down. The upper rocks are mostly volcanic breccia 
with intercalated tuff and graywacke. The lower sedimentaries include 
graywacke, slate and minor conglomerate.

13  Pacific loons  We passed 3 species of loons: solo red-throated 

13
flyovers, small families of adult and subadult commons, and larger flocks of north-
bound Pacifics that were often associated with diving eagles. I've seen this often 
enough to suspect that eagles home-in on Pacific loon congregations, in anticipation 
of schooling fish, possibly driven near the surface by the divers.
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12

11

11  Mattson manor  Rounding the unnamed rocky point1 
separating Swan and King Salmon Bays, we pulled up at the 
first good canoe beach. South facing with nearby water, this 
would certainly have been an important trapper's camp. Today 
it's one of the many inholdings on Xutsnoowú, with anchor 
buoys and a well-kept log cabin. A collection of large racks—
mostly self-shed and unattached to skulls—hangs by the door. 
Some are thicker than any we've killed on Frank's Ridge. Sign 
on the door says "the Mattson Manor: Hyva Paikka," I was 
studying these antlers when Steve pointed out a game cam 
strapped to the nearest tree, pointed at the door. I waved hello  
and hoped there wasn't another behind the cabin, where I'd just 
peed.

12  Lunch beach  We'd hoped to turn northwest up into the 
estuary of King Salmon Bay, but with a falling tide that seemed 

1  Or, more accurately, no remembered name. Working at L'ugunáx, coho clan 
community, (Deep Bay, Peril Strait) with Herman Kitka, Ethnologist Tom Thornton 
recorded 80 place names in that Bay alone. Surely the L'eeneidi had names and stories 
for every prominent feature in Kanak'aa. 

solo journaling time
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15

16

too risky. Mudflats extend 1.5 miles out from the limit of salt marsh. Doubtless with 
local knowledge you could get back out via the main channel.2

15  Mature alder  Preceding photo 08 shows the context of this alder stand. I first 
noticed it in the shorezone imagery, preparing for the trip (page 16) and assumed it 
was an old, unmapped clearcut.3 Approaching after lunch, Jason asked if it wasn't just 

2  Bear guides must know how to get in and out. On the preceding table of acreages for salt marsh and uplift 
parkland, King Salmon exceeds all other estuaries combined. This must make it the premiere hunting destination of 
upper Kanak'aa.  

3  The USFS database for clearcuts, managed_stands.shp, is  weak for logging prior to 1950. More follows in 

the 'natural' runout of the slide originating on the ridgetop.
16  Nursing doe  Merli alerted us to a bedded doe watching our 

kayaks approach from beach gravels on the right, NW side of the fan. 
Everyone stopped paddling and quietly drifted in. Not till our hulls 
touched did she rise and slowly walk into the alders. Outwardly calm, 
her pulse may actually have been racing. Reviewing my movie, I 
noticed a well-used udder, reminding me of the many early-summer 
does who "casually" stand alongside the logging roads of Tàan, sea 
lion (Prince of Wales Island). On that isle-of-outlaws, many mothers 
pay with their lives for this—and that of their fawns who subsequently 
starve, 'secondary' victims of the poachers. What might seem to be 
oblivious misunderstanding of danger may actually be the mamma-
lian equivalent of a parent bird's broken wing display. No doubt this 

notes for 0607. Thanks in part to LaVern Beier if I remember correctly, the first edition of Alaska 
Geographic's book on Admiralty (1973) has a map of dated cuts in Kanak'aa. Some go back as far 
as 1911—approaching the apparent antiquity of this west-side disturbance, but they're all on the 
Glass Peninsula side. 
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Mom's departure. 10 seconds

18.1
Xutsnoowú doe had a newborn fawn curled somewhere nearby, and was trying to 
keep our predatory attentions fixated on herself. 

18.1  Alder-stand pano  Looks like easy d3 4 walking but the ferns hide angle-
twisting boulders. Several of us crossed a creek inside the longshore spit with a 
misleadingly small-tree frontal screen of alders, then scrambled up a steep d6 slide-
toe with colluvial rocks and little soil accumulation. Not a single stump, so my 
conclusion from Shorezone imagery was mistaken. Judging from the mix of crowns 
in photo 15, this is about as old an alder forest as you'll find on the Tongass. Sure, 
a few individual alders reach 'old-growth' status, probably pushing 200 years. 5 But 
really old alder stands are uncommon. That's partly because clearcut logging doesn't 
generally extend back farther than a century here. The assumption is that conifers 
overtop by that time, but I've noticed a few cases where alders may have 'captured' 

4 'd' stands for difficulty on scale of 1 to 10 . Explained in Appendices. 

5  My sidebar called Harvesting longevity, page 212 in The Nature of Southeast Alaska, shows a red alder at least 
150 years old and still going strong. almost twice the maximum ages reported for Oregon and Washington. 

richa
Sticky Note
linked video not included, for file-size economy
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Mink on our camp beach, eating unIDed prey. 22 seconds

23

the site for longer than that. On this boulder substrate there was probably a longer delay 
before germination than on cat-yarded alluvium. The slide might be more than a century 
old. 

With our midday launch, we didn't get into camp until around 7:30 pm. Approaching, 
we passed massive boulders on the beach that Steve and I puzzled over. Erratics or roll-
downs? More on this in tomorrow's notes.

23  Male mink  Julie and I followed a large mink down the beach for several 
minutes, filming. In my stills and video, it's pretty ratty looking, especially at base of 
the tail. My first visit to upper Kanak'aa was on  May 19th, 1979, a trip organized by 
KJ Metcalf to celebrate creation of the Monument. We camped at the outlet of a stream 
entering upper Fool Inlet in milesquare 14, with 65-year-old trapper Ray Bartoo who 
seemed really old to me at the time:

"Young male mink by Otto's cabin.6 Totally unafraid of the large pack of (5) humans surround-
ing it. Walked within 18 inches of Ray's leg as he stood still. First year probably. Testicles very 
large. quarter-sized raw sore over the tail base which Ray says is called male mink disease.

Googling ailments specific to male mink, I find nothing by this name. Is it related to 
"wet-belly disease?"

6  I could only have learned the owner or leasee's name from Ray. There's no cabin symbol or inholding shown on the 
USGS topo, page 5. Still there? By 1979 Ray had "trouble lifting a heavy leg over the side of the boat, yet I watched 
him carry a chainsaw in a loaded woodframe pack over the portage, and an outboard slung over his shoulder on top of 
that." 

". . .predominantly in males . . .intermittent soaking of fur with urine . 
. .interruption of normal fur maturation. . .most frequent at onset of cold 
weather and in breeding season."  7 

This mink even seemed to run stiffly. He paused several times to 
grub around in Fucus patches, once tugging vigorously. On reflec-
tion I doubt a gunnel could have offered that much resistance, and 
the movie shows no flipping fish. Clams were squirting; did he bite 
off a siphon?

Great tent sites under tall uplift spruces. Our paddle was 9.5 
miles, measured in ArcMap. Maybe just as well we couldn't detour 
into King Salmon, as that would have added 5 more miles, plus 
whatever uplift parkland exploring we'd have done. 

7  https://books.google.com/books?id=MlnRGowI_YwC&pg=PT27&lpg=PT27&dq=male+mink+diseas
e&source=bl&ots=s88i1NOmgq&sig=H_fEKGyWJ8rU6K6y4-yZzTXb2Tg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi
qv_bO58DUAhUR8WMKHW_oDFUQ6AEISjAE#v=onepage&q=male%20mink%20disease&f=false

richa
Sticky Note
linked video not included, for file-size economy
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20170607 To Chichnáx camp 
Liesurely morning in camp, followed by this 11-am packing session as tide 
rose to a high of 14 feet at 1:15 pm. Overnight rain ended by morning. The 
pre-trip forecast had today as the last relatively dry day of the trip, and it was 
indeed delightful. High overcast turning half blue by launch time. I should 
have had better ear and neck protection like Steve's; sunscreen wasn't enough.

01  Camp-2 pano  Notice that our 2 guides knew exactly what to do 

01
when I told everyone to freeze for an iPhone panorama: Mary Jane, Julie, 
Tina, Maia, Pam, Jess, Steve, Jason, Jane.

 In the distance, beyond Julie, is the boulder patch Steve and I puzzled over 
yesterday, coming in. This is the only shot in my collection, but they show 
well in the pair of Shorezone obliques on page 17. At a distance I predicted 
they'd be granitic glacial erratics, because although there's a raw cliff 1,200 
feet upslope, I've never known a metamorphic rock to sustain that much 
tumbling without busting into smaller pieces—largest is about 20 ft high by 
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40-ft long. But this morning Steve walked over and confirmed 
they're all the same impressively competent conglomerate as we 
could see exposed up in the KJgv unit. The only roll-downs I've 
encountered this big are of monolithic granodiorite at the head 
of Sweetheart Lake. For want of a more intuitive placename, I've 
called this place Conglomerate camp. 

03  'Block Island'  Two more informal names on my map 
are this one, and our lunch stop at 'Candelabra Point,' neither 
of which have commonly accepted place names that I learned 
of. I'm happy to change them if anyone knows of prior names, 
especially Tlingit ones. Our morning's plan was to go far enough 
into Swan Cove to scan for xóots, then swing by 'Block Island,' 

03
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where Jess said we might see basking seals. No BLOs (bearlike objects) on the shores through binocs, so we headed 
directly to the island. It was fairly high tide, so only the steep-walled block was uncovered. A low tide shorezone photo 
is on page 18. The caprock has mostly horizontal bedding—resistant schist maybe?—while parts of the walls are steeply 
dipping. Guillemots swam nearby but I saw no guano from cliff nests, at least not on this steepest northeastern face.

06  Eagle  A rotating contingent of maybe half a dozen eagles perched on the edges of the table-flat top. We 
wondered about a rock nest but observed no territorial interactions. This bird's tail hangs over the orange crustose lichen 
that in some places is an indicator of poop or urine enrichment.

07  Seals  This is the time of year when we commonly heard baby seals calling on our Glacier Bay teacher expe-
ditions in the late 1980s. I thought I might have heard this near Block Island but it may have been a seabird. It's bad 
etiquette to force them into the water, so before we drifted around the corner, we prepared everyone to back out the way 
we came, if young were sighted, rather than circumnavigating the island. While still about 100 yards off the north tip, we 
found this group basking. Julie later counted 20 in her photos. Even in the absence (?) of newborns it seemed rude to get 
closer, so we retreated. While still in mutual line-of sight, they seemed unconcerned about us. But once we were hidden, 
we heard em splashing into the water. Sorry, seals! 

In my Southeast kayaking I've been able to get within 100 yards of unhunted seals without undue fidgetting or head-
up alarm postures. Anywhere within skiff range of Native villages such as Kake or Hoonah, seals spook at the first sight 
of my paddle, sometimes over a quarter mile away. Upper Kanak'aa today is certainly in the former category. Most of 
my experience with pupping is on bergs. Do mothers give birth in these congregations, or go off by themselves? The 
literature has reference to both. Here's some cool links: 1

 1 baby calling: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyMITOl-KB   ●  giving birth & first swim: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcmN03KQkEc 

0706
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05i

05i  Candelabra tree  Strong 
candidate for most famous tree on the 
Tongass. As the Landmark-trees guy, it 
seemed high time I paid my respects.
Here's an iPhone panorama. Arrows 
point to Fomitopsis conks, hopefully 
restricted to this dead branch.

I have no idea how old this spruce is. 
Normally I assume that open-grown, 
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rapid-taper trees near the beach are fast-growing, but this one's anything but typical.
23  Julie  Big trees need a person for scale. This one's great for uncoventional poses.
20  Maia  Somebody propped the remains of the Fomitopsis branch so you can climb 

into the crook. The tree is so attention-grabbing that I didn't do enough to document the 

23

20
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context forest. Not particularly large or productive considering the substrate 
of slatey, presumably limey gravel sprinkled liberally with clamshell frag-
ments. At least that's what shows out on the beach, and I assume that uplifted 
versions of the same have been building outward here for centuries, delivered 
by a creek Steve remembers from when he camped here decades ago with 
Fred and Marc, and shaped alternately by storm waves from both directions.

Canopy shows well in the Shorezone oblique on page 20, and on the 
following stereogram I caught 6010, flying home. But I forgot to take a 
panorama from inside. My recollection is that there were few really old-
looking trees

25  Shorecrab shells  Hemigrapsus crabs are abundant under most 
large rocks on the beaches. We don't have this species around Juneau, so I'm 
not finely callibrated to the subtleties of critter use. I first assumed this was 
a brown bear's groundcone scat until Maia looked closer and noticed shell 
pieces. Then she peered into the mustelid holes (white arrow) and found still  

25
more smaller shell piles inside. That casts doubt on whether the large one 
is bear at all—perhaps just a mink or otter midden? Nearby, however was 
a football-shaped pile with more definition that seemed more bearish than 
middeny.

Near the point a classic, well-defined hotfoot trail crosses N-to-S, but the 
trail inside the forest on the SE side is more continuous, from longtime human 
and deer traffic. Beach fringe is mostly thick thimbleberry, which always 
makes me wonder about about cultural history: RUPA is a people-lover.

 Before launching we had another field-notes sharing session out on the 
point, reading from our journals and helping each other fill in missing obser-
vations and unsolved puzzlers.

Brown bear mom with 2 cubs foraging in the Fucus zone at Pack Creek as 
we went by. These were our first bears of the trip. 

26  Mink on Windfall  For the second time in 24 hours I got to film an 
unconcerned mink—this time from the kayak as we drifted along the shore of 

26
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2928

Windfall Island. This almost never happens around Juneau. Mink may be the single most sensitive species 
to dog harassment. But when you get away from offleash canines, they're delightfully observable. 

28  Whalewatching  Jason and Maia enjoying the show inside Windfall Island. In the entire time, we 

never saw a tail come up; this back-arch is as much as we saw before it went under for awhile. Is 
this because the bottom's so shallow here they never deep-dive? Another question for the whale 
experts is why some breaths like this one are misty and visible, while others aren't.1

29  1965 clearcut  Telephoto across Tiedeman to the most recent and largest pre-Monument 
clearcut—765 acres—out on Glass Peninsula. This was cut the same year as the notorious White-
water Bay logging that precipitated the great fight for Wilderness protection. Was it by the same 
company?

Total paddle was 11 miles today, from conglomerate camp to ABAK's traditional beach at the 
entry to Chichnáx, porpoise bay (Windfall Harbor).

1 PS, trip's end: I asked these questions of Fred Hiltner, who's been piloting whale-watch boats out of Auke Bay for the past several 
years. He agrees that shallow dives don't require the momentum gained by a tail-up posture. Lack of tail-up dives can even happen 
over deep water if prey is near the surface. As for initial misty breaths, he thinks they're caused by water caught in the dish-shaped 
blowholes, vaporized by the 200-mph exhalation. If the whale then cruises along the surface, and the dish remains dry, subsequent 
breaths won't be so visible. 
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20170608 Pack Creek 
Discovery had today reserved for viewing time at the spit and tower. There was a little confusion about 
this with the F&G/FS rangers—Abby and Jane—which Jess resolved on sat-phone in the morning.

 01  Jason & Maia At 10 am we launched in empty boats, leaving our camp in place. Today's route, 
including our walk, shows on the preceding map pairs for 0607 (page 40). 

I'm quite impressed with the layout, 'facilities' (minimalistic) and behavioral protocols evolved here 
over many years under dual State-Fed agency management. It works especially well when guided 
groups come in, partly because the guides themselves have generally done a stint as rangers, or else—
like our old friend Jeff Sloss who flew in with a party in the afternoon—have been doing the bear-gig 
far longer than even the long-term agency folks. As in most bear sanctuaries (eg, Mendenhall Visitor 
Center), most of the problems come from unguided Alaskan residents. 

Underlying rationale for all of the Pack Creek regs is making humans predictable, non-threatening 
and unattractive to xóots. That means no food or smelly substances can come ashore with visitors. The 
only bathroom 'facilities' are far out on a tidal spit with a 3-foot high screen of boulders to squat behind. 
I've marked this and other aspects of the delta layout on the following Shorezone oblique. Pulley-
threaded shore-to-buoy lines allow boats to be moored out, which prevents kayaks from being sat on 

01i

01i Spit pano    ~180o iPhone sweep from the viewing 
spit: Stan Price floathouse ruins under white arrow.

01 Through Cathy's scope and 
tripod, we traded off watching 
a heron, stalking gunnels at 
low tide. I saw a miss, but all 
subsequent strikes scored. 
Total: 6 strikes, 5 gunnels.
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or played with by rambunctious cubs. Two rangers are typically on site throughout viewing hours, 
which don't begin until 9 am to give less tolerant bruins some private time in the estuary. One ranger 
is stationed where boats and planes come in, to lay down the visitation protocol; the other supervises 
parties at the viewing spit. 

 Pack Creek has an exceptionally bulbous delta. Normally, where streams or rivers develop expansive 
salt marshes/mudflats, they're confined to heads of bays and coves. Sediments reaching bay-mouths are 
swept away by longshore currents, moving in and out of 'parent' fiords or 'canals' with rising and falling 
tide. Aside from Pack Creek delta, I can think of only a few other protruding estuaries in Southeast. One 
is at Wulix'áasi Héen, cascading river (Katzehin) across from Haines. Another—where I spent 12 years 
as caretaker and first began to think about these patterns—is at Asx'ée, twisted tree (Eagle River). In all 
cases, the normal scouring-effect of longshore currents is blocked by juxtaposition of islands guarding 
the deposition zone, creating an area of reprieve. Here, the barrier is Windfall Island.
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We spent several hours at the viewing spit as the tide rose to high. This is 
generally a slow time for bears because the main attraction, Lyngbye sedge, gets 
covered. Nothing appeared, so we headed over to the tower trail. I forgot to bring 
my Bad Elf gps—had wanted to get a higher-resolution trail map. Lacking that, 
I've used the USFS trails layer on previous exports from the Arc project.

Along the way, Steve and I fielded a lot of questions about plant identifica-
tions, edibility, etc. It seemed like a good opportunity to introduce the principle 
winter and summer forage species for black-tailed deer. I described the Kirch-
hoff/Hanley quick cruise, and the adaptation Streveler and I created for teachers 
to use with classes on field trips. Several of our teachers wanted copies of our 
adaptation, so I'll send it along with this journal and other relevant documents. 
Other Discovery stuff I promised: newsletter features on journaling, Kathy 

Sapsucker bark-flaking on tower trail. 16 seconds 08
Hocker's stuff on art and nature. 

About 30 yards below the trail, about halfway up to the tower, we 
watched a sapsucker pair on one of the most heavily-drilled hemlocks I've 
ever seen. These rows of sap-well holes extended maybe 50 feet up the 
trunk—probably more than this pair could have drilled in their combined 
lifetimes. Were older rows created by ancestors of these birds? How much 
inherited site-fidelity in RBSA? I didn't notice it at the time, but later, 
reviewing this video, I realized the bird wasn't drilling more holes, but strik-
ing obliquely to flake off chips of bark.

08  From tower downstream  We had no expectations of seeing bears 
from the observation tower because that's not generally active until salmon 
time. But it was fascinating to see the changes since my last visit in 1991. 

richa
Sticky Note
linked video not included, for file-size economy
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03  ●  2017

03  Middle pano  Back in 1991, I 
took a 3-shot panorama in 35mm slides, 
later stitched in photoshop. Didn't have a 
copy in hand on today's visit for careful 
reframing, but shot iPhone panos from all 
4 sides of the tower. This one's a pretty 
good match for the 1991 view, showing 
more than a quarter century of change. I've 
numbered a few features on today's image:

1) Comparing the alder-covered divider 
spit, seems the tower moved slightly to the 
right. (Built in decapitated trees, they have 
a limited life span). That would explain the 
'sudden' appearance of the . . . 

1991

2) mature alder in foreground—limbed maybe but surely well over a century old. In the old days they'd have 
dropped it for better bear viewing; kudos to whichever manager (Neary?) who let it stay.

3) Beaver have dammed the side channel on the left. Not very long ago, because 
4) drowned spruces are still decay class I, retaining fine twigs. The pair just foreward and left from my 
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numbered snag are alive but maybe not for much longer. Riparian beaver 
projects are pretty ephemeral phenomena on Xutsnoowú, partially for lack 
of the prefered deciduous species: willow, cottonwood, cranberry, dogwood. 
Those flooded spruces are at least a century old, suggesting beaver don't set 
up shop here frequently.1

5)  Alder cluster that showed in the 1991 image, whereas . . .
6)  Smaller trunks with paler foliage popped up in only 26 years. 
7)  An old-growth spruce has managed to stay anchored on the bank.
8)  What was barren gravel-cobble bar in 1991 is under water in today's 

pano. But that's a seasonally dynamic feature, not necessarily reflective of 
long-term change. Our 1991 visit was in August, at salmon time, apparently 

1 In consideration of beaver boom-bust cycles, I distinguish 'riparian beaver' from 'fen-marsh' beaver. In 
absence of wolf predation, a unique type of long-lasting beaver dam is found in rich fens on Xutsnoowú, 
where lack of blowout flooding and intense root binding makes dams more indestructible. See Carstensen 
et al 2003, page 40-41. 

06
in a low-flow interval. Today, in early June, there's heavier contribution from 
snow melt in the mountains. 

9)  Looks like the side channel in right distance has more peripheral alder. 
Maybe this indicates reduced flood scouring? 

06  Approach bridge  Spans one outlet of the beaver dam. Looking 
down into the head-high brush below the tower, I was puzzled at the apparent 
absence of trails. If humans spent as much time crisscrossing this tangle of 
berry bushes, it'd be a maze of passageways. Either the bruins create 'tunnel-
trails' overhung and hidden from above, or they disdain to follow the same 
route each time, thus dispersing their impact.

Not a single teacher or guide had expressed disappointment at our lack of 
bear encounters. Pack Creek visits without bears are kinda like hamburger 
with no meat. As much as Steve and I had wanted to play with the idea of 
respectful distance viewing on this "Bears of Admiralty" expedition, it now 
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08Tower historicals
Above are USFS images, probably from CCC days. The 6-digit ID# in lower 
right roughly places them in chronological order, but we have no exact date. 
The tower has occupied at least 3 different topped spruces, so location of the 
downstream (?) view on right differs slightly from my retake, 08.

seemed high time for some closer encounters than the mile-off mom&cubs we 
drifted by yesterday. So we headed back for another stint at the viewing spit, 
arriving ~5:30 pm. 
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12i
12i  Scoping  Better luck this time, partly cause the tide was out and partly cause things pick up 

toward evening. One bear was approaching us along the beach fringe, heading into the estuary sedge 
zone. Another group—probably same mom with 2 cubs as yesterday—was out on the exposed tide flats. I 
set up Cathy's scope and tripod, which gave folks 2 choices; Jane the ranger had a nice Swarofski. I used 
my monopod for stills and videos with the Lumix 60x, which means the following bear movies are a little 
wobbly. When traffic thinned out at the scope, I gave the mounting plate to Julie (left distance), who had 
a big Nikon DSLR with 400mm lens. Hopefully her jpgs and movies—which she offered to share—are 
more professional-looking than mine. It'd be nice to include them in an evolved edition of this journal. 

Jane the ranger has worked here for 9 years, and I learned some life-histories from her. The mom out on 
the flats is named Chino. Pack Creek bears are famous for clam digging, but Chino and cubs were never 
stationary long enough, or scraping deep enough for buried molluscs. Whatever they sought in the Fucus 12

Patches with 
a mouthful of 
sedge. Jane 
says her last 
cub was ~4 
years ago. 

Reportedly died 
from inattentive 

mothering.
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was taken simply by rapid snuffling. Maybe crustaceans like sandfleas or Idotea isopods? 
Mussels? (photo 10, 0609) Gunnels, like this morning's heron was hunting? Or do shore-
crabs live in the Fucus? I witnessed no rock rolling, but maybe just little rocks are enough 
cover for Hemigrapsus? Because Juneau lacks shore crabs (seawater's too silty & glacially 
diluted?) I'm not very knowledgeable about the range of their habitat tolerance.

As marvelous as it was for us to hang out in the presence of bears who don't fear 
humans, I was saddened throughout this trip at how we treat every Xutsnoowú bruin not 
lucky enough to live in the Pack Creek Zoological Area (map, page 9). We'd probably 
have seen a dozen bears on our journey between Deishú Áak'w (Oliver Inlet) and Chich-
náx (Windfall Harbor) if the recently-ended spring hunting season hadn't purged them 

Bear-viewing from the spit. 30-yr female. Runs 47 seconds

from the Lyngbye marshes. Why can't we show xóots—the animal 
who best teaches us what it means to be humans on Turtle Island 
(Shepard & Saunders, 1992)— the respect it earned for millennia 
from every culture up until invention of firearms?

Back home in Juneau, I reread Greg Streveler's 2001 report 
from the Unit 4 bear team:

"As tourism grows in Southeast Alaska, there is increasing demand for 
more bear viewing opportunities. Some team members argued strongly 
for more viewing areas to meet that demand. 2  However, creation of 
new viewing areas on the Pack Creek model was opposed by other 
team members who feared that it would result in more areas being 
closed to hunting of bears. Rather than try to modify or diminish the 
existing bear viewing areas in any way, we propose a new manage-
ment area concept that establishes new areas, “Brown Bear Special 
Use Zones,” in which hunting and viewing are managed as equal in 
priority and compatible. 3

A key objective in the management of such hunting/viewing areas 
would be to avoid habituating bears to people. The team devised 
guidelines for site selection and management of the special use zones 
but did not want to definitively recommend areas before in-depth field 

2  More viewing areas was a frequent subject of conversation on our trip, so I was glad to 
read that at least some members of the unit 4 team were in agreement. It'd be especially 
cool to end hunting at Tsaa T'ei Héen, behind the seals creek (Admiralty Cove). Coast 
guard hunters typically reserve the FS cabin throughout spring season, with results sadly 
similar to upper Kanak'aa. It's a much cheaper plane flight than Pack Creek, and is quickly 
reachable by skiff from either of Juneau's harbors in almost any summer weather. 

3  Judging from our early June experience, hunting and viewing are not compatible. In 
a subsequent conversation with Greg, I forgot to ask him how they thought this could be 
achieved. Perhaps they acknowledged that spring hunting pretty much removes bears 
from the view of coastal paddlers and motor-boaters, but hoped that at least during 
salmon time, prior to opening of the fall season, bears could be viewable to non-hunters 
on fishing reaches? This strikes me as untenable. How can we expect fish-stream bears 
to learn that in early September we coexist peaceably, but after September 15th, they 
suddenly become targets for wealthy trophy baggers?  

richa
Sticky Note
linked video not included, for file-size economy
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analysis is conducted. We recognize that particular geographic circumstances must 
exist to permit the necessary relationship between people and bears in such an area. 
The team developed guidelines for behavior and viewing tips for remote locations 
where bears are not habituated to people, endorsed ADF&G guidelines for site 
selection and management of areas where bears are habituated to people, and 
recommended that, in addition to developing high quality viewing on public lands 
consistent with other resource considerations, agencies encourage high quality 
viewing on private lands. The team encourages the visitor industry and government 
agencies to examine available research on viewing satisfaction and jointly develop 
a set of guidelines for responsible marketing of bear viewing in Alaska.4

At one time, subsistence hunting for brown bear was important in some 
Native communities, but few engage in this today. 5 If meat-waste trophy 
hunting—ethically indefensible in my opinion—were ended, the majority of 

4  Guidelines for non-habituation areas (distilled & paraphrased):
● Always remain far enough away so your presence, if noticed, doesn't affect the animal's behavior. Use 
binoculars, spotting scopes, or other telescopic lenses to improve your view.
● Always select a viewing position not vulnerable to surprise approach by a bear.
● Never directly approach a bear, allow it to move to you.
● Safety in numbers; stay with your group. (However, small groups are less intimidating to bears.)
● If seen, avoid moving. Even minor movements encourage wary bears to leave.
● Never run from an approaching bear; if you move away do it in a slow, deliberate manner.
● Show respect and courtesy to other bear viewers. 
● Think wind, wind, wind. Approach from downwind.
● Best viewing is usually early morning or evening. Shoreline viewing is usually better during low tides.
Guidelines for habituation areas like Pack Creek:
● Human use must be secondary to use by bears.
● Minimize size of viewing site(s) & group size according to acceptance as indicated by bear behavior.
● Never leave human foods accessible to bears; remove all organic waste when group leaves.
● Access each viewing site by a single trail, same time each day. Visually screen the approach. 
● Instruct groups to plan on only one round trip to and from the viewing site(s).
● Larger group size is generally preferable to increased number of groups.
● Keep part of each day visitor free to allow non-habituated bears a period without stress.
● Persons knowledgeable in bear behavior accompany each group, partly to controlling human activity.
● Keep records of bear use; judge success by undiminished numbers and hours of use by bears. 
● Require access by boat/floatplane maintain constant speed & engine sound, & maintaining direction.
● Aircraft only for access to ground viewing areas, not flightseeing.

5  Streveler et al, 2001, page 10. ~ 5 subsistence kills annually in all of unit 4? 

Xutsnoowú brown bears would be out on the beaches from April emergence 
into early June, highly visible to boaters. Although most acknowledge trophy-
hunts as carry-overs from politically incorrect days of hunting-as-validation-
of-manhood, many still defend it on economic grounds. Guided trophy 
hunts bring in tens of thousands of dollars to rural Southeast Alaskans. Even 
conservation groups such as SEACC have held their noses and supported 
trophy hunting, largely because of the political clout of some guides, and their 
connections with legislators. 6 Xutsnoowú itself was 'saved' from logging by 
a bizarre alliance of conservationists and sportsmen disgusted by the logging 
of Naltushgán, the good place (Whitewater Bay), who launched the campaign 
that ultimately led to Wilderness designation.

Today, I find the economic argument as disingenuous and close-minded 
as the plea for continued industrial scale old-growth logging on the Tongass. 
Both kill the beleaguered geese who lay our golden eggs. I strongly suspect 
that shutting down trophy hunting on all of Xutsnoowú would vastly enhance 
distance-viewing of unhabituated bears, and facilitate establishment of more 
Pack-style close-up viewing with thoughtfully habituated bears (footnote 2, 
above). Financial opportunities for guides adapting to that new paradigm, 
replacing rifles with cameras—would soon grow to exceed lost income from 
guided bear assassinations. 7 

6  On our last teacher expedition to Hobbit Hole, we learned the story of Wilderness designation for 
Lemesurier and Inian Islands. It began with a tip-off call from a bear guide to Gustavus conservationists, 
an overnight proposal creation, and further backroom deals.   

7  This has been a pretty strong opinion piece, and since the Discovery Southeast logo is on this journal's 
cover, I should be clear that it expresses personal opinions, not any policy or stance of my employer. I 
will say that as an employee, one of the things I most love about Discovery is the freedom to speak my 
mind—something I could probably not do under any other agency or NGO I can think of.

Secondly, lest anyone peg me as a knee-jerk anti-hunter, I've been an avid consumer of 
venison for most of my adult life. Power from animals is honorable; power over them is a civilized 
aberration. 
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20170609 Holdover day 
Plan was to fly out mid day. We left most tents up because Maia was staying on to meet an incoming party 
(including Cathy Connor, Rod Flynn and the Bornsteins), who'd do our trip in reverse. I packed my tent 
away, although the 500-foot cieling and steady light drizzle was not auspicious for a pickup. 

One option for today had been a paddle down to Middle Creek, halfway into Chichnáx, porpoise bay, 
(Windfall Harbor). But we were behind on the academic side of this 'class,' and decided our time was better 
spent in personal journaling, a shared observations session, and discussion of project ideas for recert credits. 
(As it turned out, we would have had time for both.)

03  Tarps  We set up 2 tarps: a kitchen canopy for Jess and Maia (left), and a journaling shelter/confer-
ence room for the teachers (right). There'd been discussion of placing the latter back in the woods with the 
tents, but I'm really glad we took the time to rig it with kayak paddles in the open. We were entertained all 
day by whales, sea birds and marine mammals, which would've passed unnoticed if we'd hidden in the 
forest.

06  Salmonberry  On one break, Steve and I and some teachers ambled southwest down the beach to a 
cliffy section. This shows well on the 2008 Shorezone oblique, next page. I liked these 'tinsel-draped' Rubus 
flowers, hanging over the cliffs. It increasingly occurs to me how valuable the Shorezone collection will 

03
06
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08become as it moves into the category of  'historical imagery.' Down logs on the beach fringe, toppled en situ or drifted 
in, will be comparable to alignments and decay conditions decades hence. Growth or death of individual shoreline trees 
can be followed. And the next replications can be done at a fraction of the cost by drone.

08  Splashzone moth  Steve spotted several of these resting among the white spray-tolerant lichens just above 
extreme high water. Are they common and widespread, or tied to this coastal habitat? Reminds me of the classic 
evolutionary studies of British(?) moths who slowly turned from white to charcoal to match their backgrounds as soot 
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Some otter and whale clips. Runs 41 seconds

blanketed tree trunks and walls during the Industrial Revolution.
Julie and I spent part of the afternoon with cameras poised, trying to capture rolling 

whales. The trick is to start wide-angle but have your finger on the zoom lever, ready 
to quickly reframe in the ~5 seconds before the whale goes down. I was hoping for an 
ID-worthy tail shot, but never once in our time in Kanak'aa did a tail come up. I later 
concluded, in conversation with Fred Hiltner, that this was due to the extreme shallowness 
of the inlet. There's just no need here for the momentum provided by a lifted tail. 

10  Mussel scat  Haven't seen one of these before. Quite fresh, because we're in 
the intertidal where shell fragments will be quickly dispersed by tides. This far into the 
summer there's strong likelihood Mytilus carries PSP.  How do xóots deal with paralytic 

10
shellfish poisoning? We've also been wondering about PSP in 
connection with sea otters, who are currently re-occupying the 
inside passages where this problem is more frequent than on the 
outer coast. PSP is a nerve toxin that doesn't affect invertebrate 
filter feeders who concentrate it, but is generally deadly to verte-
brates. Do some mammals and birds develop a tolerance?

By mid-afternoon the low ceilings hadn't lifted, so we set up the 
tents like mine that had been taken down, and settled in for anoth-
er night in paradise. Oh darn!

richa
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20170610 To Juneau 
Much higher ceiling in the morning. Longtime Ward Air pilot Dennis came in for us on the low tide at 
7:30. We had the boats staged at water's edge so the incoming party could take right off for Pack Creek. 
They had a long day planned: first viewing, then paddling north to our 'conglomerate camp.' Although 
our route missed the 1929 oblique locations (eg cover shot of King Salmon), precluding retakes, I got 
some pretty good photos on the trip home. 

15  The spit  closeup of the viewing spit. Logs remain from Stan's floathouse (inset).

15
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Stereopair 
obliques from 
flight home. 
Best viewing 
is on tablet 
under a pocket 
stereoscope.

17  Pack Creek 
estuary.

24  Candelabra 
tree point.

17

24
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32 Swan Cove estuary.
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36 King Salmon estuary.
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49 Beaver wetlands, pass to Young Lake
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54 Young Lake inlet
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67 Tsaa T'ei Héen, behind the seals creek (Admiralty Cove)
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Appendices
Bushwacker’s difficulty ranking
Many readers react initially with amusement 
to this ranking, but it’s one of the more useful 
measures of habitat structure, and a strong influ-
ence on cover and foraging values for wildlife. 
For example, larger mammals such as deer and 
bear are no more fond than we humans of stum-
bling around in annoying brush tangles. When 
they do seek out tangles, it’s for cover from 
things they like even less.

The bushwacker’s difficulty ranking for 
Southeast Alaska—first developed in 2005 by 
Christensen and Carstensen—ranges from d1 
to d10: d1 is sidewalk, and d10 is suicidal. “d” 
stands for difficulty. The ranking ignores factors 
that vary temporally. A given terrain should have 
the same d-rank in summer and winter, rain or 
shine, buggy or bugless, and whether traversed 
up- or downhill. It’s also independent of subjec-
tive factors: whether the bushwacker feels 
grumpy, exhausted, allergic, etc.

Here’s the breakdown:
d1 is level and mostly brush free. Most trails 

are d1 or d2. Hikers needn’t look at their feet 
while walking. If you look up at the canopy while 
walking, and trip over a root, you’re in d2.

d2 Visually unobstructed. You can see a deer 
50 yards away in d2 understory. Terrain may be 
rolling, but uphill portions don’t induce shortness 
of breath as compared to level hiking.

d3 Many mature second-growth forests, and some fairly closed-canopy old-growth forests with sparse 
understory are d3 bushwacking. Bushes are present, but mostly waist height or less, and it’s easy to weave 
your way without thrashing. Same goes for down logs; they’re present, but you rarely have to climb over or 
stoop under if you choose a good route.

d4 At this stage, brush thrashing is unavoidable, and down logs are common enough that some minor 
gymnastics are involved. In open, herbaceous habitats (eg bluejoint high-marsh at upper reaches of tidal 
wetlands) bushwacking can occasionally be as high as d4 where grasses or sedges are so thick you can’t see 
your feet, combined with so many hidden pits and sloughs that rapid walking risks injury.

d5 At this stage, visibility is restricted by blueberry, menziesia or devil’s club. Often, you can’t see your 
hiking partners 10 yards away. Log obstructions are common, but you don’t have to go down on hands and 
knees. With good raingear, you should be able to stay dry all day in d5.

d6 If the day’s bushwack averages d6+, it becomes impossible even with the best raingear to keep your 
shirt collar and forearms dry; frequent contorted poses offer day-long opportunities for rain to drip inside your 
hood, or up your sleeves. Also, by day’s end, clothing is saturated with sweat from strenuous gymnastics. After 
a day of d6, there are usually at least 3 hemlock needles in the bushwacker’s underwear.

Up through d6, understory brush may be encountered beneath tall trees with more than 50% canopy 

d3
An inviting, d3 interlude within a mostly d5+ forested wetland

near road’s end on Douglas Island near Juneau. Bushwackers can 
stroll throughout this understory without thrashing in brush.
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Edge of unravelling
forest downwind
of recent clearcut

near Hoonah.

d8

coverage. But for the kind of brush density characterizing d7+ 
bushwacking, open sunlight is necessary. That means d7+ 
habitats are either early successional (trees too young to offer 
shade exclusion) or scrub wetland, where stressed trees with 
sparse crowns cast little shade.

d7 Uninitiated hikers begin to grunt and whimper, and to
question the leader’s sanity. A good portion of travel is atop slip-
pery, bouncy, or breakable logs, with little to cling to for support
other than thorny devil’s club and salmonberry. Another d-factor 
in addition to brush density and thorniness is the advanced 
stages of log decomposition following a long-ago blowdown 
event or the earliest logging. This condition is relatively uncom-
mon but places bushwackers at greater risk of lasting injury 
than the scratches,rashes and infections from d6 or easier 
brush-bashing. Where moss-concealed class-IV rotting logs, 

decaying roots, and wetland “pipes” slow the more cautious bushwacker to a snail’s pace, even 
in some fairly open understories that visually might be ranked d4 or less. The incautious bush-
wacker eventually suffers a sprained ankle or worse.

d8 It’s unusual to travel 100 yards through d8 without bleeding. I’ve never spent more than an 
half an hour in continuous d8. You often can’t see your feet, and brush is so dense the only way 
to move forward sometimes is to fall. D8 entails convoluted terrain, blowdown tangle and dense 
brush. Each step is a logistical consideration. Many recently-thinned 25-to-35-year-old clearcuts 
are d8.

Another habitat averaging d8 or greater is beaver swamp. To a wolf or bear, a beaver is a deli-
cious, high-fat, slow-moving meal. Beavers therefore do all in their power to maintain an impreg-
nable refuge from large, non-amphibious meat-eaters. The only way a human could cross these 
cold-water moats in semi-comfort is with anglers’ float-tube chestwaders, and even these risk of 
puncture on beaver-sharpened, submerged branch-stobs.

d9 No rational human would spend more than a few moments in d9. But perceived obstruc-
tional density is scale dependent. These supremely brushy places are often ideal cover and 
foraging habitat for songbirds and small mammals, while deer-sized critters prefer easier travel-
ing conditions; their main incentive for penetrating d8-d9 habitats is predator avoidance.

d10 I’m alive at the time of this writing; therefore I’ve not yet experienced d10. Southeast 
Alaska has little d9 and d10 habitat compared to seriously angry bioregions such as coastal-
Mexican thornscrub.

The d-rank and succession. The bushwacker’s difficulty ranking is a good way to evaluate 
successional trends. Each disturbance sets off its own unique trajectory. For example, after 
logging of a d5 upland hemlock old-growth stand, years 1 to 25 are typically d7 to d8. With 
canopy closure and settling of slash at 40 to 50 years, difficulty typically declines to d2-d4. After 
several centuries, with tree fall and increased canopy gaps, the brush mosaic re-establishes, 
and average difficulty returns slowly to d5. Note that in this example, the higher the difficulty, the 
better the summer wildlife habitat. In winter, however, d5 old growth provides superior cover and 
forage for resident birds, mammals and fish.
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